
Swift™ FX
NASAL PILLOWS SYSTEM

User Information

There’s Nothing 
Hard About It

“Unobtrusive, light 
... I forget it is there!”

“The best mask I have ever used 
... very soft on my face!”

Comments from people using Swift FX during the  
user trials conducted by ResMed, 2009

Swift FX
NASAL PILLOWS SYSTEM

The right kind of support can make all 
the difference to your treatment. 

ResMed’s sleepVantage program is designed to help 
you get the most from your treatment at all times. 

Membership is FREE! 

To find out more call our sleepVantage consultants 
on 1300 305 705 in Australia  

or 0800 737 633 in New Zealand  
or visit www.sleepVantage.com.au

Visit www.resmed.com for more information on  

Swift FX, including step-by-step fitting instructions.

Manufacturer: ResMed Pty Ltd 1 Elizabeth Macarthur Drive Bella Vista NSW 2153 
Australia See  www.resmed.com for other ResMed locations worldwide. Swift is a 
trademark of ResMed Pty Ltd and Swift is registered in U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. 
© 2018 ResMed.  Specifications may change without notice. 1013666/2 2018-03 

*Declared dual numbered noise emission values 
(with uncertainty 3 dBA) in accordance with ISO 4871.

EXCITING FEATURES GREAT BENEFITS

Dual-wall nasal pillows ➜ Gentle, secure seal

Contouring silicone headgear ➜ Fits like a glove 

Superior vent technology ➜ Very quiet (25 dBA*)

Four pillow sizes available ➜ Fit range >95%

Pressure range up  
to 20cm H2O  ➜

Performs well at 
higher pressures

Smoothly rotating tube ➜ Freedom to move

Multi-direction pillows ➜ Extra flexibility

Soft, narrow cushion ➜ Side-sleeping comfort

Soft Wraps ➜
Extra comfort around 
the cheeks

Intuitive top buckle  
and side straps ➜ Easy adjustment

Very few parts ➜ Easy cleaning and handling

More than meets the eye

Global leaders in sleep and respiratory medicine    www.resmed.com



Soft comfort all the way round
Comfort makes all the difference to the  
success of your sleep therapy. Swift FX  
brings new meaning to comfortable therapy  
with a flexible, super-soft fit. Its fluid design 
follows your facial contours and adapts as  
you move. From the cushioning nasal  
pillows to the contouring headgear,  
Swift FX surrounds you with softness for  
a peaceful night’s sleep

Some things are just meant to be easy
Swift FX brings you the best—and easiest 
—of nasal pillows. Much design expertise has 
been poured into combining simplicity  
with performance. From the moment you put it 
on, you’ll know that this is an experience  
unlike any other. Take the Swift FX apart for 
cleaning and you’ll be delighted to discover that  
it has very few parts—making it even easier  
to look after. Swift FX—easy does it.

Feel free to move
Movement during sleep is only natural.  
Swift FX is one of the few masks specifically 
designed to ‘un-restrict’ your movement,  
while staying in position itself. Sleep with 
peace of mind, knowing that your mask will 
continue to deliver the air you need to breathe 
properly. Advanced engineering delivers  
the therapy you need while allowing a wide 
range of natural sleeping positions.


